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Graphs
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Definitions

► A graph G=(V,E) is a set V of vertices and a set E 
of edges.

► G is said to be complete if every pair of vertices is 
joined by an edge.

► A clique C is a maximal complete subgraph.

► If two cliques C1, C2 share nodes, i.e.                  
then S is the minimal complete separator of C1
and C2. 

C1 ∩ C2 = S

1 2

3 4
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Directed acyclic graph

► A directed graph is a graph where the edges have 
a direction associated with them.

► A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a directed graph 
with no directed cycles.
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Bayesian Belief Network
► A Bayesian Belief Network (BBN)                                   

is a directed acyclic graph. 

► Let XPA(k) be the parents of variable                                       
Xk.  In a BBN the joint pdf of X1,…,Xd
is then given by:

► This representation implies that each variable is 
conditionally independent of all its non-descendants 
given the value of all its parents.

f(x1, ..., xd) =

dY
k=1

f(xk|xPA(k))

Xk

Parent 1 Parent 2

Non-
Desc.Desc.
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Decomposable graph

► An undirected graph is said to be 
decomposable if every cycle of 
length greater than three has a 
chord.

► A decomposable model can be 
defined in several different ways:
▪ A Markov field whose underlying 

graph is chordal or triangulated.
▪ A BBN with no v-structures
▪ A graphical model whose underlying                      

(hyper)graph is a junction tree.

X Y

Z

V-structure

Decomposable graph
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Junction tree
► A junction tree is a tree-structured 

representation of an arbitrary 
graph.

► The vertices in the junction tree 
are the cliques from the original 
graph.

► The edges in the junction tree are 
the separators that connect the 
cliques.

► Each junction tree defines a 
unique decomposable graph.

1 2 3

2 3

2 3 4

1 2

3 4

Graph

Junction tree
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Probability density function

► If a graph G describes a decomposable model, the pdf 
can be written as follows

► The products in the nominator and denominator runs 
over the sets of cliques and separators respectively.

p(x) =

Q
C p(xc)Q
S p(xS)
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Structure learning
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Overview

► Learning the structure of a Bayesian network is an 
NP-hard problem and still one of the most exiting 
challenges in machine learning.

► Algorithms for learning the structure of BBNs 
usually fall into one of two broad categories:
▪ Score-based methods
▪ Constraint-based methods.

► Researchers have also tried to combine the two 
types leading to so-called hybrid methods.
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Score-based methods

► Treat the learning task as a combinatorial optimisation 
problem.

► Picks the candidate structure that maximises a chosen 
scoring metric, e.g. the Bayesian Information Criterion.

► The main problem with the score-based approaches is 
that the search space increases exponentially with the 
number of variables. 

► In practice, one must therefore resort to a heuristic 
search algorithm.
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Constraint-based methods (I)

► Constraint-based methods carry out tests* for triplets 
(X,Y,S) where X and Y are variables and S is a subset 
of variables, to determine whether             .  

► For larger number of variables these methods are 
much faster than the score-based ones.

► The problem is however that they are based on the 
faithfulness assumption.

X⊥Y |S

Faithfulness assumption: Let V={X1,…,Xd} be a set of variables. A 
faithful DAG D corresponding to V contains an edge between two 
variables Xi and Xj if and only if                  for any Xi⊥Xj|S S ⊆ V {Xi, Xj}
* Different tests, but the majority are based on the partial correlation coefficient.
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Constraint-based methods (II)

► Another problem with the constraint-based methods 
is that the power of the     -tests used to establish 
independence decreases rapidly as the size of the 
conditioning sets increases.

χ2
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Continuous BBNs

► Most structure learning and inference methods for 
BNs have been developed for multinomial 
variables. 

► Until recently, there were two ways of dealing with 
continuous BBNs: 
▪ first discretizing the continuous variables and then 

work with the corresponding discrete model 
▪ assuming joint normality
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Non-Gaussian BBNs

► There are many real-life situations where the 
dependencies between variables are far from linear.

► Hence, there is a need for determining the structure 
of non-Gaussian BBNs.

► I want to promote the structure estimation procedure 
developed for regular vines as an alternative to the 
BBN structure estimation algorithms frequently used. 
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Regular vines
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Copula

► A multivariate distribution can be split into:
▪ the marginal distributions for each variable, 
and
▪ a dependency structure.

► The dependency structure is denoted a copula.

Definition:                                                                              
A copula is a multivariate distribution C with 
uniformly distributed marginals U(0,1) on [0,1].
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Effect of copula

Equal N(0,1) margins and equal linear correlation coefficient 
(0.7), but different copula means different bivariate behaviour. 
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Pair-copula constructions (I)

► While there is a multitude of bivariate copulae, the 
class of multivariate copulae is still quite restricted.

► Hence, if the dependency structure of different 
pairs of variables in a multivariate problem are very 
different, not even the copula approach will allow 
for the construction of an appropriate model.

► During the last 8 years we have been working with 
an extension to the state-of-the-art theory of 
copulas, modelling multivariate data using a so-
called pair-copula construction.
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Pair-copula constructions (II)

We denote a such decomposition a pair-copula construction (PCC)
Joe (1996) was the first to give a probabilistic construction of multivariate 
distribution functions based on pair-copulas, while Aas et. al. (2009) were          
the first to set the PCC in an inferential context.
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Example I: Three variables
► A pair-copula construction of a three-dimensional 

density is given by:

If the marginal distributions are standard normal, and c12, c23
and c13|2 are bivariate Gaussian copula densities, the resulting 
distribution is trivariate standard normal.
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Example II: Five variables

► A possible pair-copula construction for a five-dimensional 
density is:

► There are as many as 480 different such constructions in 
the five-dimensional case…..
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Regular vines
► Hence, for high-dimensional distributions, there are a 

significant number of possible pair-copula constructions.

► Here, we concentrate on a sub-class of pair-copula 
constructions denoted regular vines (R-vines).
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R-vine in five dimensions

·f5
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Density
► The pdf of a general R-vine is

► There are three main advantages with this structure:
▪ All copulae are bivariate
▪ The copulae can be freely selected from different families
▪ The conditional distributions needed as copula 

arguments at level j are obtained as partial derivatives of 
the copulae at level j-1. 

Result of 
Joe (1996)

f(x1, ..., xd) =

"
dY
k=1

fk(xk)

#
×

⎡⎣ 1Y
j=d−1

j+1Y
i=d

cmj,j ,mi,j |mi+1,j ,...,md,j
(F (xmj,j |xmi+1,j , ..., xmd,j

), F (xmi,j |xmi+1,j , ..., xmd,j
)

⎤⎦
(1)
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Three elements
► Full inference for a pair-copula decomposition 

should consider the following three tasks: 

1. The selection of a specific factorisation.

2. The choice of pair-copula types.

3. The estimation of the parameters of the                
chosen pair-copulae.
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Which factorisation?

► The current idea is to capture the strongest pairwise 
dependencies in the first levels.

► Hence, for each tree we first calculate an empirical 
dependence measure (e.g. Kendall’s tau) for all 
variable pairs, and then we select the tree on all 
nodes that maximizes the sum of absolute empirical 
dependencies using the spanning tree algorithm of 
Prim.
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Choice of copula-types
► The following procedure may be used to select copula types:

This procedure is also denoted 
sequential or stepwise semi-
parametric estimation.
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Parameter estimation

► Having determined the structure and the pair-copula 
types, the parameters of the PCC can be determined 
using maximum likelihood estimation.

► Generally, the parameters of the conditional density    
depend on the value of x2.

► Inference requires the simplifying assumption that all 
pair-copulae depend on the conditioning variables 
through the two conditional distribution functions that 
constitute their arguments only, and not directly.

► According to Hobæk Haff et al.(2010), this seems not 
to be a severe restriction.
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Truncation (I)
► The number of parameters in an R-vine grows 

quadratically with the dimension.

► Hence, it would be useful to be able to reduce the 
model complexity. 

► In Brechmann et. al (2012) we have studied the 
problem of determining whether an R-vine may be 
truncated.

► By a truncated R-vine at level K, we mean an R-vine 
with all pair-copulae with conditioning set larger than 
or equal to K set to independence copulae.
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► We fit one tree at a time and use the likelihood ratio 
test of Vuong (1989) to determine whether an 
additional tree provides a significant gain in the 
model fit.

Truncation (II)
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Truncated vines and 
BBNs
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Truncated vine and junction tree

► R-vine with 5 variables truncated after the second level (K=2)

► The density of this 2-truncated vine is:

► which is the density of a junction                                                            
tree with 3 cliques of size 3 and                                                              
2 separators of size 2 

► The cliques and separators may be                                                
directly identified from the nodes and                                                    
edges at level K in the vine.

►

f1 · f2 · f3 · f4 · f5 · c14 · c15 · c24 · c34 · c12|4 · c13|4 · c45|1

f(x1, . . . , x5) =
f(x1, x4, x5) f(x1, x2, x4) f(x1, x3, x4)

f(x1, x4) f(x1, x4)

4 5 1

1 2 4

1 3 4

1 4

1 4
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Truncated vine and junction tree

► Every K-truncated vine may be represented by 
a junction tree that has the following properties:
1. It consists of d-K cliques, all of size K+1
2. It consists of d-K-1 separators, all of size K
3. If a clique is adjacent to more than two other 

cliques in the junction tree, it may be associated 
with at most two different separators.  

Requirement 3 follows from the proximity condition of the vine. It 
means that not all chordal graphs corresponds to a truncated vine.
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Truncated vine and BBN
► For the R-vine junction tree

► there are several ways of orienting the edges, e.g.

► All three BBNs correspond however to the same likeli-
hood, since they are composed of the same pair-copulae 
and marginal distributions.

f(x1, . . . , x5) =
f(x1, x4, x5) f(x1, x2, x4) f(x1, x3, x4)

f(x1, x4) f(x1, x4)

2

5

1

4 3

2

5

1

4 3

2

5

1

4 3
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Truncated vine and BBN
► “Proof”:  

f(x4) f(x2|x4) f(x1|x2, x4) f(x3|x1, x4) f(x5|x1, x4)

f(x5) f(x1|x5) f(x4|x1, x5) f(x3|x1, x4) f(x2|x1, x4)

f1 · f2 · f3 · f4 · f5 · c14 · c15 · c24 · c34 · c12|4 · c13|4 · c45|1

f(x3) f(x4|x3) f(x1|x3, x4) f(x2|x1, x4) f(x5|x1, x4)

f4 f2 c24 f1 c14 c12|4    f3 c34 c31|4 f5 c15 c45|1 

f5 f1 c15 f4 c14 c45|1    f3 c34 c31|4 f2 c24 c12|4 

f3 f4 c34 f1 c14 c31|4    f2 c24 c12|4 f5 c15 c45|1 

Ingredients

BBN1

BBN1

BBN3
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Structure learning 
using vines
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Structure learning using vines

► The correspondence between truncated vines and 
chordal graphs means that the procedure for 
determining a truncated regular vine may also be 
used to find a decomposable graph.

► As shown, using this approach one will only be able 
to obtain a subset of the class of chordal graphs.

► However, in return, one is not restricted to the 
multivariate normal distribution. 
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Applications
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Applications

► We have compared the performance of the R-vine 
based structure selection to the ones of three 
standard algorithms on four different data sets: 
▪ Simulated Gaussian data
▪ Simulated Clayton data
▪ Precipitation data
▪ Abalone data

► The comparison is done in terms of AIC (and BIC).
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Methods

► Score-based: The Hill-Climbing greedy search 
algorithm (Daly & Shen, 2007) implemented in the 
R-package bnlearn.

► Constraint-based: The Grow-Shrink Markov 
blanket detection algorithm (Margaritis, 2003) 
implemented in the R-package bnlearn, and the PC-
algorithm (Spirtes et al., 1993) implemented in the 
R-package pcAlg.

► Regular vines: Structure selection and estimation 
performed using the R-package VineCopula.
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Simulated Gaussian data

► Have generated 10,000 observations from the following 
Gaussian BBN with 8 variables:

► This is not a chordal graph!

► The closest chordal graph is not a truncated vine!

The probability density is: 
f(V1)·f(V7)·f(V6|V1,V7)·f(V3|V6,V7)
·f(V4|V6,V7)·f(V2|V1,V3,V7)·
f(V5|V1,V4,V6,V7)·f(V8|V3,V4,V5,V7)
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Simulated data
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Results

► Constraint-based methods are outperformed by a 
3-level vine.

LogLik #param AIC
True model 86664.44 33 -173262.90

Hill-Climbing 86667.98 39 -173258.00
Grow-Shrink 83241.75 30 -166423.50
PC-algorithm 81119.85 21 -162181.70
Optimal RV* 86669.92 44 -173251.80
3- level RV 84303.17 34 -168538.30

Only Gaussian copulas used when fitting the vine.

*not 
truncated
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Simulated Clayton data

► Have generated 10,000 observations from the BBN 
shown below (Chow-Liu tree).

► All copulas are Clayton* and the margins are normal.

The probability density is: 

f(V1)·f(V2|V1)·f(V4|V2)·f(V6|V4)· 
f(V7|V4)·f(V5|V4)·f(V8|V4)·f(V3|V7) 

*With parameter equal to 3, 
corresponding to a Kendall’s 
tau of 0.6.
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Simulated data
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Results

► The truncated R-vine outperforms the standard 
methods.

LogLik #param AIC
Hill-Climbing -81116.84 41 162315.70
Grow-Shrink -84276.72 37 168894.20
PC-algorithm -83712.63 38 167501.30
1- level RV -69205.27 23 138456.50
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Precipitation data
► Daily recordings of precipitation                             

from January 1st, 1990 to                                        
December 31st, 2006 at 22                                          
meteorological stations in                                       
Akershus county in Norway.

► We have modelled only the                                      
positive precipitation, resulting                                              
in 4,928 observations.

► All margins are transformed to standard normal 
distributions before running the different structure 
learning algorithms. 
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Precipitation data
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Results

► The standard structure learning algorithms are very 
far from giving a good fit to the data.

LogLik #param AIC
Hill-climbing -27589.85 165 55509.70
Grow-shrink -49105.43 79 98368.86
PC-algorithm -51227.71 87 102629.40
2 - level RV -26586.53 105 53383.07
Optimal RV* -10843.62 312 22311.24

Gumbel and t-copulas used when fitting the vine.
Have assumed standard normal margins when computing 
likelihood and AIC for the vines structures.

*truncated 
after level 10.
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Abalone data

► An abalone is a kind of sea snail, the harvest of which 
is subject to quotas.

► The quotas are based partly on the age distribution.

► Current methods to determine the age are time-
consuming.

► Hence, one would like to predict age from:
▪ Length, diameter, height, whole weight,                               

shucked weight, viscera weight and shell                     
weight.

► The data set consists of 4,777 samples. 
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Abalone data - original
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Abalone data – dependence 
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Abalone results

► A truncated R-vine with only one level outperforms 
the standard methods in terms of AIC and BIC. 

LogLik #par AIC BIC
HC 33931.88 23 -67817.77 -67672.00

GS 30069.67 17 -60105.35 -59997.61

MMHC 33509.95 17 -66985.31 -66877.57

RV-1 39494.52 7 -78975.05 -78930.68

Optimal RV* 41876.51 25 -83697.04 -83519.57

Clayton and Frank copulas used when fitting the vine.

*truncated 
after level 5.
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Structures

f(V1) ▪ f(V2|V1) ▪ f(V4|V1,V2) ▪ f(V5|V1,V2,V4) ▪
f(V6|V1,V2,V4,V5) ▪ f(V7|V2,V4,V5,V6) ▪
f(V8|V2,V4,V5,V6,V7) ▪ f(V3|V2,V6,V7,V8)

f(V1) ▪ f(V2) ▪ f(V3) ▪ f(V4) ▪ f(V5) ▪ f(V6) ▪ f(V7) ▪ f(V8) ▪
c12 ▪ c24 ▪ c46 ▪ c45 ▪ c47 ▪ c73 ▪ c78

Hill-climbing 1-level R-vine
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Prediction

► We are interested in the probability distribution of 
age (V8) conditioned on all the other variables.

► For the HC-network this pdf is computed by
▪ Determining the corresponding covariance matrix
▪ Computing                                                        using 

the standard formulas for the multivariate Gaussian 
distribution.

► For the 1-level RV-network this pdf is computed as 

f̂(V 8)× cClayton(F̂ (V 8), V 7 = α, δ̂)

f(V 8|V 1 = qα(V 1), . . . , V 7 = qα(V 7))
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Results

If we condition on the 
medians and the 90%-
quantiles of the other 
variables, the densities 
are quite similar. 

If we condition on the 
1% quantile, the results 
are very different.

RV-1 Clayton
RV-1 Normal
Hill-Climbing 
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Summary
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Summary

► In this talk I have promoted the structure estimation 
procedure for regular vines as an alternative to the 
BBN structure estimation algorithms frequently 
used. 

► I have shown that truncated regular vines 
correspond to a certain class of chordal graphs.

► I have also shown that the structure estimation 
algorithm for R-vines outperforms the BBN-
algorithms frequently used when the data are not 
multivariate normal distributed.


